
Working Together, Learning for Life 

Inspiring Excellence, Including All 

Curriculum Intentions 

To promote lifelong values of: 

Honesty     Integrity     Courage     Trust     Kindness     Generosity     Sense of justice 

Curriculum Vision 

We want all children to: 

 Reach their potential and develop excellent vocabulary 

 Be immersed in a topic based curriculum, which enables children to make connections across the 

curriculum 

 Develop their cultural capital by being exposed to a rich variety of experiences 

 Acquire knowledge, skills and understanding 

 Have opportunities to think for themselves, discuss their ideas an use reasoning 

 Have an understanding and appreciation of life in Modern Britain 

 Have an understanding of the world of work and develop aspirations for their future 

 Develop excellent lifelong learning behaviours such as pride, resilience and teamwork 

 Be excited and engaged by the creative curriculum with the learning needs of all being met 

 Be responsible citizens understanding British values 

Curriculum Implementation 

Curriculum: 

Maths     English     Science     History     Geography     Design Technology     Art     

Computing     Music     PE     French     Religious Education     PSHE/RSE 

Teaching: 

High expectations, excellent subject knowledge, challenge for all, vocabulary rich, meet the needs of 
all leaners, enjoyment, learning journeys which build on skills and knowledge, variety of tasks, 
encouraged to take risks, cross-curricular links, stimulating learning environments, assemblies, 
enrichment (wow days, visits, trip, trips, visitors), extra curricular activities, pupils voice, 

community links, active learning, children responsible for their own learning 

Assessment: 

Verbal feedback, next step marking, end of unit tests, assessment– what I have learnt, pupil progress 
meetings, regular tracking of progress, moderation, national testing (SATs. Reception Baseline, Y1 
Phonics screening, Y4 multiplication test), self and peer assessment, PIXL testing, summative 

assessment eg weekly spellings and times tables 

Curriculum Impact 

Pupils are, to the best of their ability: 

 Confident, successful independent learners who demonstrate resilience 

 Able to make good progress, achieving their best  

 Able to make links between their learning 

 Able to understand how their choices impact on themselves and others 

 Able to leave the federation with the skills, knowledge, determination and positive behaviours 

which enable them to flourish in the next stage of education, becoming responsible citizens 


